ANESTHESIA
DEVICE

MINI HUB V3
YOUR ULTRA-COMPACT MULTI-SKILL AND
HIGH PRECISION GASEOUS ANESTHESIA TABLETOP

TEM SEGA MINI HUB V3 is offering the last innovative halogen protocols management
for rodents anesthesia through its powerful and efficient software.
multi-skill

precision

efficiency

Drive the gas through any kind
of interface and be able to manage
all kind of anesthesia protocols
(imager, surgery, cardiology,
toxicology...).

Electronic regulation for gas flow
inlet and used gas outlet.
Up to 6 masks and 2 induction
chambers on independant
channels.

You can easily carry your
MINI HUB V3, install it on a trolley
or into a BSC. The accurate scavenger
can always be tuned to perform an
efficient anti-pollution (< 2 ppm).

Your designer-manufacturer for all-in-one animal anesthesia solutions
Since 1992, TEM SEGA is the leading manufacturer in Europe of gaseous anesthesia devices for veterinarian
purpose. Our device can be customized to fit many species from mice to horses, and drive all types of labs
gas (air, oxygen, CO2, Nitrogen and toxic gas). Our values are to offer the highest human and animal
protection, improve productivity and precision in research labs, propose modularity and flexibility, and
comply with ethic guidelines. Our technical team install, train and support everywhere in the world.
Our equipement are complying with European and US regulation, AAALAC recommendations.
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MINI HUB V3
Technical specifications
Halogen gas
filtering system

Exchange mounting
system for vaporizer
TEC3 or TEC850

Carrier gas : Air, O2
or mixed Air/O2

Control panel
Touchscreen

USB port:
- import/export of
anesthesia protocols,
- software update,
- stats of use

Induction chamber
with heating system

Mask for rodent

Touchscreen

Dedicated mask for each race
(mice, rat,guinea pig, marmoset) and
application (surgery, stereotaxy...)

One touch total control screen.
Memorization, customization et creation of
new anesthesia protocols.
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Let’s discover our TAG options
Oxygen concentrator
NUVO 5

Laboratory
air compressor

All our products are designed and manufactured in France, Please contact us at:
27 allée Charles Darwin
33600 Pessac - France
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Tél. : 05 56 32 29 63
Fax : 05 56 32 29 43

info@temsega.com
www.temsega.com
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